The main tool used throughout the paper is that of a ring of quotients with respect to an idempotent kernel functor. Each such kernel functor is determined by a filter of right ideals, or equivalently a class of cyclic modules. The technique used in construction of each of the above rings will be to define a class of cyclic modules by the presence or absence of certain composition factors, form the ring of quotients with respect to the kernel functor thus defined, and then show that the ring of quotients has the desired properties.
Mod(R") (Mod("ß)) will denote the category of right (left) R-modules, and all ring theoretic conditions (Noetherian, Artinian, hereditary, etc.) will be twosided unless otherwise stated. During much of the remainder of this paper R will be a hereditary Noetherian prime ring (we will often shorten this to HNP ring). In this situation R will be a prime Goldie ring and hence will have a simple Artinian classical quotient ring which we will call Q. We will assume throughout that R is not Artinian; that is, R 4 Q.
Q such that bl C R. The reader may want to refer to Jacobson [8] who has a full account of these definitions. If 7 C R, then / is called integral. It I is both a left and a right R-ideal, then / is called an R-ideal. If / is a right (left) R-ideal, define /* (*/) by /*= \q £ Q: ql C R\ (*/ = \q £ Q: Iq C R\). Note that /* is isomorphic to
Hom" (/, R), the dual of /. If / is an R-ideal, then it is not in general true that */ = /*. An R-ideal / is called invertible if (/*)/ = /(*/) = R. In this case it will be true that /* = */, denote it by /" . An HNP ring in which every R-ideal is invertible is called a Dedekind prime ring (Robson [15] ).
If m is an element of a right R-module M, then m is called a torsion element if mb = 0 for a regular element b of R. Levy [12] showed that if R had a classical right quotient ring, then the set of all torsion elements of M, denoted by l(M), was a submodule.
Later in the paper we will be concerned with various other torsion submodules relative to other torsion theories, but when the word torsion is used without adjectives, we will mean the torsion just defined.
Webber [17] has shown that if I is an essential right ideal of an HNP ring R, then R/l is Artinian. Since in a prime Goldie ring a right ideal is essential if and only if it contains a regular element, it easily follows that a finitely generated torsion module over an HNP ring is Artinian. Hence a finitely generated torsion module would have a composition series; in particular if / is an essential right ideal, then R/7 has a composition series.
Goldman [7] has called a covariant functor ct from Mod(R") to Mod(RR) an an idempotent kernel functor if a satisfies the following properties:
(1) a(M) C M for all right R-modules M. (1) Every Q -module is a-torsion free.
(2) IQa=Qa for every I e 3".. Let / be an invertible (two-sided) ideal of Q,. Then I~ =\q £ Q: ql C QA.
We will first show that /-1 = Qbilc)*. I = IcQb so that Qbiilc)*)lcQb is contained in QbRQb = Qb and Qbilc)* C ¡~ l. Let q be in l"1. Then ql C Qb and in particular qlc C Q,. qlc is a finitely generated R-submodule of-Q, so that by a simple argument similar to that in Proposition 2.1 there is an invertible integral R-ideal B such that qlc CB'1. Hence qIcilc)*C B~ Hlc)*. 1 £ ilc)ilc)* so that q £ B~ ilc)*; that is, q £ Qbilc)*. As a result both containments hold and we have that rl = Q (ic)*. Proof. M is simple so that M is isomorphic to R/l for a maximal right ideal /. We have that Al = Rl1 at Qb/lQb. The Qb -injective hull H of Qb/lQb is retorsion (in the sense of Levy) and is thus Qb -divisible. Since R is contained in Q. , 77 is R-divisible. By a theorem of Levy [12] 7/ is thus injective as an R-module. Thus E, the R-injective hull of M, is an R-submodule of E; by Lemma 2.7 E is in fact a Qb -submodule of H. Let N be an R-submodule of E, by Lemma 2.7 N is a Q -submodule of E and hence E/N is a Qb -module. It follows that every Rsubmodule of E/N is ¿-torsionfree and hence, since N was arbitrary, that E is cbf. a
The following corollary is one of the main results of this section and will be used again in the paper. Proof. Let 7 C / C R be right ideals of R with 7 £ 3~c . Then R/l is cbf and has no 6-torsion composition factors; hence neither does R/J since it is a homomorphic image of R/7; hence / £ Ac . Now let 7 and / be elements of Ac . //(/ n /) =^ (7 + /)// which is contained in R/J which has no 6-torsion composition factors.
R/l has no 6-torsion composition factors either; consequently neither does R/ÍI n /) and I n J £ Ac . Take / £ 3~c and x £ R. Let Namely, if / is an integral right R-ideal, then a(R//) is I*/R since R*= R. In the following we will implicitly use that /w->/*/R is an anti-isomorphism. We are of course also using the fact that /* is isomorphic to /* = Hom" (/, R). Note also that /** = / Lemma 2.14. Let I be an integral left R-ideal such that R/I is cbf. Then *l/R is cbf.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the composition length of R/7. Suppose R/l is simple and cbf but *l/R is not cbf. *l/R is simple so that this means that If B is a two-sided invertible ideal of R, then Q B = BQ is a two-sided ideal of Qc. Consider QCB~X; QcB~l = C^RB"1 = RQB~l = B~lBQcB-x = ß-^ßß-1 = B-lQcR = B-lQc; that is, G^B"1 = B~lQc. ÍQcB~l)ÍBQc) = QCRQC = Qc = (Qcß)(ß"1Qc) = ÍBQc)ÍQcB~A; whence BQc is an invertible two-sided ideal of Qf. Let Proof. R C (Qb n Q ) and the proof will be complete once it is shown that Q, n Q C R and thus that equality holds. Q,/(MQ)k is an Artinian PIR so that l/(MQ,)k is principal.
(MQ.)k is small in 7
which implies that / is principal and that Q, is a PIR. Let R be an HNP ring with a unique two-sided ideal M such that every torsion module over R splits into a direct sum of a completely faithful module and a bound- Hence we have a contradiction, and such a ring cannot enjoy such a splitting property.
